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Overview

In hospitality industry, the base of the business is the
customer  experience.  And  these  days,  Internet  has
become not  an  optional  thing.  People  are  searching  for
hotels having availability of WiFi. 

Study  shows  that  hotels  having  WiFi  attract  more
than 2x customers as compared to hotels having no WiFi.

Many  existing  hotel  WiFi  setups  use  home  grade
wireless  routers  placed  randomly  with  a  common
password.  Guests  are  given the password to  access the
Internet. 

Problems with the old setup:
✗ SLOW Internet 
✗ NO uniform WiFi coverage
✗ NO speed control
✗ NO  reliable connectivity
✗ NO centralized control
✗ DIFFICULT to maintain

Ubercore can help to design and deploy a complete
hotel WiFi solution in a very cost effective way. 

Challenge

Typical hotel layouts have guest rooms on the either
sides of a common corridor in a multi-story building. 

WiFi  depends  on  lots  of  factors  like  the  materials
used  in  the  construction  walls,  thickness  of  the  walls,
reflective surfaces etc.

Key Challenges:
1. Complete WiFi signal coverage
2. Running cables to connect all access points
3. Controlled guest Internet access
4. Reliable Internet for all
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Solution

Wireless cloud routers
Ubercore  specializes  in  design  and  deployment  of

wireless controller based cloud routers. These routers are
first simulated using the blueprint of the building with our
simulation  software.  After  ensuring  proper  signal
coverage in the software, we deploy them in the building.

Deployment of cables
Cables  are  optimally  laid  out  by  our  professionals.

One can use your own electrician to lay  out  networking
cables as per our instructions.

Wireless cloud controller
All  the  cloud  wireless  routers  are  controlled  and

monitored  by  our  secure  and  private  cloud  controller.
These wireless  cloud controllers  are  hosted in  Ubercore
cloud.

Token based guest login
Guests are allowed using time based tokens, which

will expire after some predefined time. These tokens will
be unique and can only be used once. Facebook login or
mobile based logins can also be used.

Benefits

✔ Ensured maximum WiFi coverage
✔ Secured guest login
✔ No unwanted access by previous guests
✔ No need to change WiFi passwords on routers
✔ Easy to maintain
✔ 24x7 monitored by Ubercore cloud
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We can help you in your new project!
Contact us now, it’s free!

Phone: +91 9108420001
Contact: https://ubercore.company/contact.html

Registered Office:
Behind Kailash Motors
Gumpa Road
Bidar – 585403
https://ubercore.company
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